the robustness of commonly applied network indices, confirm the urge for a sufficient and representative sampling of interactions, and emphasize the significance of intraspecific variation in the context of communities and networks.
Introduction
Network theory strongly contributed to the understanding about the structure of biotic interactions and their importance for community dynamics, function, and stability (Heleno et al. 2014) . Classically network statistics summarize trophic interactions at the species level and thus consider the mean interaction frequency of a species. However, each species is represented by a number of individuals that interact with individuals of species of the other trophic level. Although recent studies emphasized the pronounced intraspecific variability in interactions in flower-visitor networks (Dupont et al. 2011 (Dupont et al. , 2014 Gómez et al. 2014; Tur et al. 2014; Hoffmeister et al. 2015; Kuppler et al. 2016) , we lack understanding of the relevance of variation among individuals within species in the context of flower-visitor communities and interaction networks.
The structure of interaction networks is commonly described by aggregate statistics such as connectance, complementary specialization, or modularity (Olesen et al. 2007; Blüthgen et al. 2008) . These properties may be explained by the abundance distributions of plants and animals, phenology, morphological matching, and other factors (Vázquez et al. 2009; Junker et al. 2013 ). An on-going methodological debate in community ecology is the impact of sampling effort on the structure and aggregate metrics of Abstract Appropriate sampling effort of interaction networks is necessary to extract robust indices describing the structure of species interactions. Here we show that timeinvariant variation in the composition and diversity of interaction partners of plant individuals of the same species explains volatility in aggregate network statistics due to undersampling. Within a multi-species pollinator-plant interaction matrix, we replaced the interactions observed on multiple individuals of a single plant species (Sinapis arvensis, pooled interactions) with the plant-insect interactions observed on a single plant individual. In the resampling approach, we considered the interactions of 1 to 84 S. arvensis individuals in different combinations. For each resampled network, several commonly applied aggregated statistics were calculated to test how intraspecific variation affects the properties of a multi-species network. Our results showed that aggregate statistics are sensitive towards qualitative and quantitative intraspecific variation of flower-visitor interactions within a multi-species network, which may affect the ecological interpretation about the properties of a community. These findings challenge 1 3 networks (Blüthgen et al. 2008; Gibson et al. 2011; Fründ et al. 2016) . The aggregate metrics are based on the richness, relative abundance, and the composition of interactions for each plant and animal species. Sampling bias usually decreases with increased sampling effort (Chacoff et al. 2012 ). Thus, a sufficient sampling is required to gain a precise evaluation of network properties (Gotelli and Colwell 2001) . However, insufficient sampling has been suggested to be common in network studies and often the observed interactions are incomplete (Chacoff et al. 2012) . So far the bias induced in network statistics due to sampling has been mainly discussed from a methodological perspective (e.g., Blüthgen 2010; Gibson et al. 2011; Vizentin-Bugoni et al. 2015; Fründ et al. 2016) . However, the underlying ecological causes for the need of sufficient sampling effort remain unknown.
We evaluated how intraspecific variation in flowerinsect interactions affects the volatility of aggregate network statistics and thus urges for increased sampling effort. Therefore, in a resampling approach we replaced the species mean of interactions of a single plant species with the interactions observed on plant individuals of the same plant species and tested how this variation affects the properties of a multi-species network. Our simulation study thus aims at identifying intraspecific variability in interactions as a cause for volatility in aggregate network statistics resulting from undersampling.
Materials and methods

Flower-visitor interactions
Flower-visitor interactions were recorded on a 30 × 30 m meadow plot in the Botanical Garden of the University of Salzburg, Austria in June 2015. We observed all flowering plant species (n = 13 species) and additionally 20 potted individuals of Sinapis arvensis L. (Brassicaceae) that were homogenously distributed in the plot. To facilitate a homogenous sampling, the flower-visitor interactions were gathered in four subplots (15 × 15 m, each) by random walks on four days between 9:00 and 16:00 h (1 or 2 h in the morning and 1 h in the afternoon) resulting in a total observation time of 10 h per subplot (i.e., total observation time = 40 h). All insect interactions on flowers were recorded and visitor taxa were assigned to easily recognizable groups, e.g., honey bees and large and small solitary bees or syrphid flies (Kuppler et al. 2016 ). Additional to the sampled flower-visitor interactions, we used observations of flower-insect interactions of 64 plant individuals of S. arvensis that we recorded in a common garden setting in 2013 on the same meadow during the same time of the year (Kuppler et al. 2016 , for a short description of the method see supplementary material). In the further analysis, we thus used the data resulting in a total of 84 S. arvensis individuals.
Network resampling and statistics
To test the relative effect of time-invariant, non-random intraspecific differences between plant individuals (Kuppler et al. 2016 ) on commonly calculated network indices and thus the ecological interpretation of the properties of multispecies networks, we generated interaction matrices containing the interactions of the 13 non-potted plant species and the interactions of one or several (n = 1, 2,..., 84) randomly sampled S. arvensis individuals. We resampled 81,169 networks N n k with n being the total number of S.
arvensis individuals (84) and k being the number of included S. arvensis individuals (1, 2,…, 84). For each k between 2 and 82, we resampled 1000 combinations without replacement. For k = 1 and k = 83, we resampled all possible unique combinations (i.e., 84 combination); for k = 84, we used only one combination representing full sampling. Each network consisted of the interaction frequency (per flower per hour) of the 13 plant species and the mean interaction frequency of N 84 k randomly selected S.
arvensis individuals ( Figure S1 ). Thus, the network size did not strongly vary between resampled networks as the number of species in all networks was constant and the number links varied only marginally between Sinapis arvensis individuals. Further, as quantitative network statistics are sensitive to differences in interaction frequencies, the resampling was repeated with a constant interaction frequency for each S. arvensis individual (proportional interaction strength per S. arvensis individual times the mean number of interactions of all S. arvensis individuals).
For each resampled network N 84 k , we calculated common aggregate statistics characterizing its structure: one at species level (complementary specialization d′) and five at community level (complementary specialization H ′ 2 , connectance, nestedness (WNODF), interaction evenness, and QuanBiMo modularity (Dormann et al. 2009) ). The QuanBiMo modularity algorithm (Dormann and Strauss 2014) assigns species to modules based on their similarity in quantitative interactions. To test whether the intraspecific differences in interactions in S. arvensis affect the assignment of species into modules, we used the QuanBiMo algorithm (steps = 1,000,000) for each of the resampled networks N 84 k (k = 1-84). The QuanBiMo algorithm uses an iterative proposing process to detect modules, 563 Volatility of network indices due to undersampling of intraspecific variation in plant-insect… and thus, two separate runs of the algorithm may not result in the same module composition (Dormann and Strauss 2014) . Therefore, we used n = 1000 QuanBiMo runs for each of the further analyses to reduce/avoid random effects in module composition caused by the algorithm. For each of these resampled networks (n = 84), the plant species' assignment to modules in the n = 1000 QuanBiMo runs was compiled in a presence/absence matrix with plant species as rows and identified modules as columns (number of columns = sum of modules of all 1000 QuanBiMo runs). Based on this matrix, we calculated Sørensen-distances between plant species (small distances between species pairs thus indicate a common co-occurrence in one module). To visualize the plant species' affiliation to modules relative to the other species, we performed a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA). To quantify the deviation of the module composition (represented as PCoA) based on the networks containing the interactions of one or several (Oksanen et al. 2016) and bipartite (Dormann et al. 2009 ).
Results
In total, we observed 5411 interactions with a mean interaction frequency per flower per hour of 1.88 ± 0.65 (SE) per plant species including S. arvensis. Aggregate statistics were sensitive to the intraspecific variation in interaction patterns in S. arvensis. The range of variation across different networks N 84 k was considerable for all aggregate statistics that describe the properties of the whole network ( Fig. 1) for all other plant species: full range between 0 and 0.54; Fig. 1f, electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). The sensitivity decreased with the number of included individuals to calculate the mean interaction frequency of S. arvensis in the networks (k = 1-84). The modularity analyses clearly showed that plant species that were part of the networks including the visitation frequencies of only one S.
arvensis individual N 84 1 were assigned in variable combinations to modules (Fig. 2, for N 84 k figure S6 ). The
QuanBiMo algorithm applied to detect modules usually produces varying results in different runs (Dormann and Strauss 2014) . Therefore, for each network the algorithm was repeated 1000 times to avoid arbitrary results ( figure  S7 ). However, the number of modules detected was constant across different networks N 84 1 (number of modules = 5, except for one network N 84 1 with only four modules).
For the resampled networks with a constant interaction frequency for S. arvensis, we found the same patterns of variation for all network indices except for species-specific complementary specialization d′ which show less variation for some plant species (networks including one S. arvensis 
Discussion
Our simulation study revealed that intraspecific differences in interactions of one plant species (Sinapis arvensis) in a multi-species network are a cause for the volatility in aggregate statistics as a result of undersampling. The aggregate statistics considered in this study showed a considerable range of variation towards changes in individual visitation patterns. With increasing numbers of individuals included in the network, however, the variation decreased. Accordingly, aggregate statistics were quite robust in networks with a high sampling effort (i.e., number of included individuals). Our findings demonstrate that the results of aggregated statistics can be strongly influenced by the intraspecific variation in interaction patterns and differential sampling of individuals.
In a previous study, we showed that the intraspecific variation in interaction patterns of S. arvensis were non-random and driven by differences in functional traits, which suggest that plant individuals occupy specific functional position within communities (Kuppler et al. 2016 ). This notion is confirmed by the resampling approach where the complementary specialization (d′) of S. arvensis individuals strongly varied. This shows that different individuals of one species may appear to be generalized or specialized in a community context and therefore may occupy different positions in the network (Gómez and Perfectti 2012) . Differences in the interactions between individuals within a network can result in differences in their reproductive success (Gómez et al. 2011; Gómez and Perfectti 2012) . Hence, the composition of individuals of a species and their interactions influences the reproductive performance of a local population, which ultimately affect the species composition and structure of the community.
Apart from the ecological implication of individual variation, our results show that small quantitative intraspecific differences in interactions may alter the ecological interpretation of aggregate network statistics at community level. For example, modularity is used to address the topological role of species within the network and indicate their importance for the integrity of the network structure (Kaiser-Bunbury and Blüthgen 2015). These roles are defined by the module affiliation and the links to other modules of each species (Olesen et al. 2007) . While the number of modules was constant, the module composition of the entire network and likely the topological roles (Olesen et al. 2007 ) of most species were altered by different S. arvensis individuals. Thus, variation in interactions within species may affect modularity to a similar degree as interspecific variation. This variation in module affiliation and other aggregate statistics is most likely to be even more pronounced when including intraspecific variation of several plant species.
In our simulation, we varied the number of S. arvensis individuals, a generalized species in terms of flower visitors (Kunin 1993) that is characterized by a large intraspecific variation in interaction partners (Kuppler et al. 2016) . Generally, it is suggested that interactions in flower-visitor networks are rather generalized (Waser et al. 1996; Olesen and Jordano 2002) and a certain degree of intraspecific variation has been shown in several natural systems (Herrera 2005; Gómez et al. 2011; Gómez and Perfectti 2012; Dáttilo et al. 2014 Dáttilo et al. , but see, 2015 . Therefore, the effect of intraspecific variation on the volatility of aggregate statistics is likely an important factor to consider in many network studies. In contrast, in highly specialized plant species like orchids (Pemberton 2010) intraspecific variation usually is low, which reduces the effect on aggregate statistics. Thus, the impact of intraspecific variation on aggregate statistics may vary between systems. The sampling effort, which is necessary to properly characterize a species, increases with its intraspecific variability in interactions with animals. Species with a high intraspecific variability in interactions (often generalized) require a larger sampling effort to reliably record the occurring variation, while for species with a low variability (often specialized) less sampling effort may be sufficient. Plant individuals can strongly vary in their interactions despite spatial proximity of the individuals (Kuppler et al. 2016) , and therefore, an insufficient number of sampled individuals can result in non-representative aggregated statistics. Further, the spatial arrangement of individuals within a community can additionally increase the variation in interactions. Individuals or patches of individuals with large distances to flowering conspecifics or other plant species may differ in their interactions from less isolated individuals (Steffan-Dewenter and Tscharntke 1999; Steffan-Dewenter 2003) . Besides the density of conspecifics, the overall species composition and diversity can influence the visitation patterns (Hegland 2014) and especially in heterogeneous habitats a larger number of sampled individuals are needed for robust results of aggregated statistics. Thus, the pollination system, the spatial distribution of a plant species, as well as the habitat structure can influence the sampling effort needed to obtain robust results. Due to the high variability in all three factors, the number of individuals sampled of each plant species in a given habitat should be carefully considered and may even vary between one species in two different habitats.
In summary, our study indicated that aggregate networks statistics are sensitive to small quantitative changes in the interactions of one plant species within a multi-species network. This shows that intraspecific variation can induce volatility in aggregate statistics as a result of undersampling and emphasizes the importance of sufficient and representative sampling of individuals within a community. Further, the conclusions derived from aggregated networks statistics as indicators for community stability, diversity, or impact of environmental change Olesen et al. 2012 ) may also be influenced. Thus, intraspecific variation is both pitfall and opportunity for a detailed understanding of community structure using network theory.
